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Intro to Cognitive Psychology 

 After attending the lecture about attention, I left with so many questions and new 

knowledge. During lecture, Dr. Langston showed us a video that displayed a test of attention, 

within the video viewers were told to count how many times people in white outfits passed a 

basketball. I managed to get the correct amount of times the ball was passed; but completely 

failed to notice a large gorilla walk past the screen. When the video replayed and the gorilla was 

pointed out, I was in complete shock that I missed something so seemingly obvious. This failure 

to acknowledge the obvious difference during the video is referred to as selective attention. I was 

so fixated on paying attention to how many times the basketball was tossed by white uniforms 

that I did not notice the unusual change. This intrigued me and made me want to read into more 

articles about selective attention.  

 In an effort to find more information about selective attention, I came across a journal 

article titled “Adaptive flexibility in category learning? Young children exhibit smaller costs of 

selective attention than adults”. This journal article supports the claim that children seem to have 

the ability to allocate their attention broadly, while adults more commonly select where to 

allocate their attention. In fact, results indicated that adults exhibit greater costs due to learned 

inattention, whereas children were found to distribute attention adaptively in broader lengths. 

 This led me to test this article’s theory out. I showed both my eight-year old sister and my 

forty-eight-year-old mother the same video of the basketball court + gorilla video at separate 

places. In accordance to the article, my little sister did in fact notice the gorilla (though, she only 

counted thirteen passes) and my mother counted all fifteen passes but did not notice the gorilla. I 
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felt that this was an intriguing topic in class and was even more shocked after reading the article 

and testing it on my family.  

 

In case you want to read the study:  

Blanco, Sloutsky. (2019). Adaptive flexibility in category learning? Young children 

exhibit smaller costs of selective attention than adults. Developmental Psychology, 2060–2076. 
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